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Abstract: State elections results in India yield variegated and unique set of insights. Often it is
hard to grasp the nuances of local electoral dynamics, and harder to communicate it to an
audience not deeply engaged in the local political process, or to an audience from outside the
state. While national news outlets do a fairly good job of analyzing and communicating the
federal elections, the state elections in contrast have largely remained devoid of rigorous
analysis and insightful communication. In this paper, using the data from the Assembly
elections that took place in the state of Tamil Nadu in May 2016, we present a process and a set
of interaction design and visualization methods to present complex insights. The general
principles thus derived, will not only aid analysts and journalists to present their insights more
effectively, but also empower the readers, depending on their level of interest and civic
engagement, to go beyond what is presented and to discover new insights for themselves
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1. Introduction
Interactive visualizations and information graphics are becoming an inseparable part of modern
print media as well as digital media, such as newspapers, magazines, online news websites, blogs,
discussion forums and social media. The primary reason behind widespread acceptance of
visualization techniques is their ability to represent large amount of complex data as a storyline.
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Digital media have an additional benefit over print media due to their ability to incorporate
interactions, movements, transitions, animations, sound effects and dense data, along with the
storyline. They help to communicate data driven insights very effectively in the knowledge
discovery process. There are multiple windows of opportunities to derive inferences from the
unstructured data and to better present them for improved decision making.
As humans, we are blessed with an excellent cognitive and visual system that allows us to
quickly explore, compare things, identify patterns and relate other similar kind of things
encountered previously. However, multi-dimensional data in the form of tables or matrices thwart
our ability to visualize the relation between several variables simultaneously beyond a limit.
Innovative graphic representations allow us to assemble data entities and establish meaningful
relationships between them. They aid easy comparison between magnitudes of the objects, better
understanding the nature of data and improved perception of emerging trends. Furthermore, the
interactive nature of visualizations engages readers during the reading, allowing them to explore
details themselves and at different levels of information granularity. data exploration is an
iterative process in graphical organization of data, guided by hypotheses and based on patterns
observed, to germinate new or refined hypotheses (Wong, 2010).

2. Data Journalism
The domain of journalism is mainly concerned with neutrally providing the content that informs
society using factual reporting following an ethical framework. Conventional journalistic
approaches are based on gathering information-facts about events by observation, collecting
opinions by interviewing people and organizing them in literary manner. It requires concise
writing as there is limited space available in print media.
In the digital era, new media and communication technologies have influenced the journalism
techniques being used. Gradual shaping of journalism techniques has changed the media we
experience and has made profound impact on our reading patterns. Also, data-literacy among the
general public is increasing with development in the field of interactive visuals. This is evident
from the large number of open data government portals have opened up around the world
(data.gov, 2016).
Replicating the print content designed for the newspaper on the internet is inadequate as it does
not fully leverage the power of digital technology. Hence, a new way to present and consume
news and analysis beyond words and pictures was required. As we know, visuals are the best way
to summarize things; we incorporated interactions, movements, transitions, animations and sound
effects along with visuals.
Figure 1: ‘Mortality of the British Army’ by Florence Nightingale’s Report (Rogers, 2010) (1858)
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‘Data journalism' is multi-disciplinary approach to journalism with other domains like design,

computer science and statistics. It is essentially the amalgamation of traditional journalistic
working methods along with data analysis, programming and visualization tools and techniques
(Appelgrena & Nygren, 2014). It incorporates the use of data and number crunching in journalism
to uncover potential news stories. Interactive component of graphics allows for user
customization. These graphics rely on dynamic information retrieved from the databases.
There are several organizations practicing data journalism. The New York Times is considered a
pioneer in development of data-driven news applications and content creation. With evolving
reading habits of people, The New York Times has discovered a complete new methodology for
digital storytelling. Other leading organizations who attempted to incorporate data presentations
into their workflows are - FiveThirtyEight owned by ESPN, The Guardian, Texas Tribune,
ProPublica, BuzzFeed, and Vox. These media organizations have utilized the power of web
technologies to blend them into unique online experience for readers with interactive and
informative content. They have adapted various multimedia features and data visualization
techniques for creation of self-explanatory graphics at different levels of information granularity.

Figure 2: ‘Mortality of the British Army’ by Florence Nightingale’s Report Interactive Version (Rogers,
2010) (2008)
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The field of data visualization has examples dating as back to the 19th century. An early
example is Florence Nightingale’s report “Mortality of the British Army” published in 1858. The
distinguishing part of her work was her “coxcomb”, a spiral of sections, each representing the
quantity of deaths per month, which showed that the vast majority of deaths were from
preventable diseases rather than war wounds.
The Figure 1 represents the original infographic and Figure 2 represents the interactive version
of the same. Interactive components used here allow for user customization of views via slider
selection of time (month and year), checkboxes for graphics, and other interactions for comparison
and superimposition. By allowing users the flexibility of choosing views, such interactive
visualization enables better sense making of complex data in a self-exploratory manner.

2.1.

Data Journalism Process

Data journalism process begins with the objective which is essentially the event, trend or issue
around which the complete story-line is developed with visual components. The core of the
process consists of three steps namely data, analysis followed by visualization design. All these
steps are iterative in nature; this essentially means that whenever there is requirement of refining
or scope of improvement, we go back to the previous step and redo the complete process. Lastly,
the journalism process ends by deployment on relevant media or webpage after usability tests for
verification of desired functionality of interactive graphics. The graphical summary of the
complete data journalism process is explained in Figure 3.

2.1.1. Data
Data is part of both traditional journalism as well as emerging interactive data-driven journalism,
but they are different in terms of type of data, application and volume. In this era of information,
data is now open and easily available, but extracting knowledge from raw data in public benefit is
important. In order to build transparent public sector, data plays a very important role in
supporting the hypothesis as numerical evidences through the medium of journalism.
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Data about various studies, surveys, information collected or generated as a result of some
process is made available by several public as well as private sectors. But they are not usually in
the desired format required to create visual graphics. Additionally, sometimes unnecessary data
that is of no use as visualization design exists.
After collecting data relevant to our story, techniques like data parsing and data filtering were
used to get the data in the appropriate form. Data parsing in this context refers to the creation of
some structure to get meanings, insights from the data, and ordering it into some categories on
which our analysis depends. By data filtering, all irrelevant data is removed, or in other terms, we
retain only the data of interest. Thus, after the data step, we have a complete dataset available with
all necessary information for transforming data into interactive narratives.

2.1.2. Analysis
Data journalism can be referred to as a corollary to big data, which aims to prove a problem with
numbers, find exploitable patterns in data to help ordinary people in decision-making about
stories of their interests. Once data is available, the next immediate step is to identify the specific
questions we need to address around the event, trend or issue we are dealing with. Then we
transform these questions into context specific terminology which is formally known as the
‘hypothesis’.
Exploratory data analysis is an iterative process where graphical organization of data is guided
by a hypothesis and based on patterns observed, we germinate a new or refined hypothesis
(Wong, 2010). data-driven journalism aims to support and prove stated hypothesis through the
evidence of data. So, extracting knowledge out of data is very important. This is achieved by
transforming data in a mathematical context by applying statistical methods and data mining to
discern patterns. Statistical methods involve sorting, averages, variances, correlations for ordering
and to provide relative comparison and relation among data elements.

2.1.3. Visualization Design
Any type of visualization design involves three major components - visual encodings, data types
and relationships. Visual encodings are primitive graphical elements like marks e.g., basic
geometric shapes, channels include position, color, size, area, volume and orientations (angles) in
visualizations. The choice of parameters like marks and channels are governed by dimensionality
requirements in data. Data types refer to interpretation of an item in terms of scales of its
measurement or attributes. The observation of relationship among various entities also plays an
important role in getting insights clearly.
Data visualizations can exist in two forms - static and interactive i.e., users can explore data on
their own by annotating graphics. But irrespective of form of visualization, underlying challenge
in visualization design is an appropriate choice of chart or graph that communicates the data
meaningfully according to the nature of data. Also, well-designed visualizations are envisioned to
have the appropriate balance between graphical perception and interaction design and aesthetics
(Heer et al., 2010).
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In order to make interactive visuals, visualization design process involves programming.
Programming for data journalism refers to advanced tools to create data visualization by writing
codes. There are two possible scenarios for graphics creation using programming; one approach is
to have complete custom built visualization in case of proposing new type of graphics and the
other method is to import some available libraries for commonly used chart types and bit of
modification according to requirements of story. D3, R, Google Charts, Leaflet, FusionCharts and
Dygraphs are widely used programming tools for designing interactive charts and maps.
D3.js, which stands for ‘data Driven Documents (D3)’, stands apart from other visualization
programming languages as it is free, open-source, flexible and is comprised of interactivity rich
language. It is based on HTML, CSS, and SVG to render graphics. It has a diverse range of
packages and plugins for adding features to extend the core functionality. But it has a limitation in
terms of compatibility in that it supports only modern browsers and requires good programming
skills, efforts for totally custom built visualizations.
Use of programming languages to create infographics and interactive visualizations in the
desired manner requires bit of familiarity and experience in programming. So, for non-technical
users, there exists some tools and platforms which facilitate users to create interactive
visualizations according to their requirements.
Figure 3: Data Journalism Process

Numerous software for creating dashboards which have incredibly powerful data visualization
engines exists. This has an advantage in terms of rapid development. In contrast to this, D3.js
requires familiarity with coding techniques and higher time complexity involved in working with
extremely large datasets. The broad availability of numerous templates for visualization helps
users in quick decision-making about appropriate visualization type that saves brainstorming time
required in D3.js before starting actual coding. But as per the previous discussion, visualization
types are limited to specific extent, opposite to which D3.js has infinite potential possibilities and
no restriction on any kind of customization user requires. Also, the biggest drawback of software
like Tableau is that they must be served over Tableau Server only, whereas D3.js script can be
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embedded inside any webscripts in a very convenient manner as it is open source and supported
by a wide range of browsers. In addition, as modern datasets are growing extremely fast,
maintenance and scalability of system is very important. In comparison to D3.js, software offers
less ability to further expand the system due to limited space allocated to each user or requires
financial investments for additional storage. Of course, the development time using D3.js is higher,
but it is most suitable to portals with very specific UI/UX (User Interface/User Experience)
requirements and customization.
Thus, both the development tools have tradeoff for efficiency i.e., development need not be
started from scratch versus expressiveness. Each of the development tools have their own benefits
and limitations; combined use of them can help in achieving the organizational goal in timely
manner. Initially, developers can start experimenting and prototyping in software with readymade
templates. Once they are clear with the form of visualization and necessary modifications, coding
in D3.js will help them to build pixel perfect interactive dashboards.

3. Electoral Democracy
As stated by John Bouvier, electoral democracy is “A form of government where the powers of the
sovereignty are delegated to a body of men, elected from time to time, who exercise them for the
benefit of the whole nation” (Bouvier, 1856).
Elections form the bedrock of any democracy in the world. Elections give power to the people
and enable them to choose their leaders who make decisions on their behalf (Banerjee, 2014). The
right to vote and to hold those in office answerable at the ballot box is a necessary element of
electoral democracy. The principal function of elections is to validate public authority that makes it
mandatory for officials to take specific action for the betterment of their voters (Sisk, 2001).
Electoral democracy survives in countries split by rifts of race, religion, language and ethnicity.
India is the most apt example of an electoral democracy.
Political journalism plays an integral role as the main source of political information for most
citizens (Norriss 2000). The histories of political communication and election research have been
accumulated during the past decades; there is still, however, a lack of sufficient political
communication research. Although there are important exceptions (Hallin and Mancini 2004), the
number of comparative studies of political campaign communication (Kaid et al. 1991; Plasser and
Plasser 2002) and election news coverage (De Vreese 2003; DeVreese et al. 2005;) have been
recorded (Graber 2005). In one study, the works, politics in newspaper election, and news coverage
in the United States and Sweden is investigated in detail. Sweden and the United States are not
only different in political systems but also in media systems.
The United States is a federal system with a Senate and a House of Representatives. It has a
presidential system with distinct distribution of powers between the legislative, executive, and
judiciary sectors. In contrast, Sweden is a unitary state with a parliamentary system. The prime
minister is appointed by the party or parties that form(s) the government. The U.S. has only two
major political parties, whereas seven parties are represented in Sweden’s parliament. On
analyzing the media system, it was found that the public service broadcast sector is very strong in
Sweden(Djerf-Pierre and Weibull 2001). The Swedish media system is a “dual system” of public
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service and commercial media (Djerf-Pierreand Weibull 2001; Petersson et al. 2005), whereas in the
United States the media system is highly commercialized. The private media organizations
dominate the media system and it can be characterized as “market-driven” (McManus 1994). There
are 9 electoral systems existing in the world with subtle nuances, which need to be addressed by
evidences and detailed insights supported by data. In our work, we have studied Indian elections
as an example for data journalism.
Joannes connected the notion of data journalism to its role in a democracy describing the data
journalism as a tool of democracy. Furthermore, he said that data journalism is a form of rich
media with an added dimension for factual investigation, and about interrogating data, finding
and formatting the relationships (Royal & Blasingame, 2015).

3.1.

Indian Elections

Regular elections are the lifeline in any democracy and India has been able to maintain a
flourishing democracy in spite of significant socio-economic challenges and deeply hierarchical
social structure (Sanjay & Rai, 2013).
Being a federal form where elections are held not only for electing the national parliament but
also for electing state assemblies. A higher voter turnout in state assembly elections in recent years
indicates greater participation of people in Indian elections as well as a growing interest of people
in politics. In the present era, people are interested in questions like who is likely to win elections,
who is likely to vote for whom, what will be the points people are likely to vote and various
related issues. The media, politicians, and political parties need advance information and a
detailed study of the elections to make strategies in the future.
The Election Commission of India (ECI) is designated as an autonomous body and its role is to
ensure the accountability of political parties (Naga, 2009). The data collection done by ECI is a
challenging task due to social, religious, linguistic, and geographical diversity. The website of the
ECI was launched on February 28, 1998 to provide accurate information and instant results of the
elections [14]. It is not just ECI but https://data.gov.in/ has also helped in this initiative.
The intent of the ECI for hosting the entire country’s electoral database online is to provide
electronic service delivery to the citizens. It seeks to provide “electoral look up services for citizens
... for better electoral information services.” (Ghosh, 2014) Thus, ECI has been successful in giving
access to the citizens to this raw data but failed to aid public understanding of it so that people
could have some insights of the data and could draw their own conclusions.
The conventional approaches of the ECI website of releasing the elections reports of past years
in pdf format or allowing the user to select a constituency from the drop-down menu which gives
the number of votes won by each party but this raw data fail to perfectly convey the relationships
between the various attributes and analyze the overall trends and patterns. It is clearly stated by
Tamara Munzner that information visualization should lead to “total political transparency
through civilian oversight of data on voting records, campaign contributions” (Wood et al., 2011).
Munzner explains that data in its crude form is not understandable by the citizens who are meant
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to be empowered by it and analyzing electoral data is an important part of democratic
accountability enabled through good visualization design.

3.2.

News Analysis and Visual Presentation in Leading Newspaper

Newspapers still remain the most favored mode of mass communication in India to communicate
new analysis and opinion. Out of all different aspects covered by newspapers, politics dominate
the public interest. In order to present highlights and an overall summary of major news events,
some newspapers have started using information graphics created using modern tools and
techniques. The online editions of these newspapers carry the graphics as they appear in the print
edition as images accompanying text formatted in HTML.
Until now, no effort has been made on the part of any news organization to present information
visualized that exploits the affordances of the online medium. Interestingly, India is reported to be
ahead of any of the developing countries in the world with respect to the availability of data, and
yet the Indian media seem to be largely indifferent to the lure of digital data journalism (Rajasekar,
2014). While many reasons such as lack of skilled manpower and formal training in journalism,
poor data literacy among the larger population, and poor access to robust datasets are attributed
for this state, it is nevertheless a host of new initiatives from traditional and non-traditional news
outlets to move towards data journalism.
As a primary research, to establish the baseline for our study of data-driven journalism in
traditional media (with an online presence), we have analyzed the coverage of Tamil Nadu
assembly election 2016 presented by two leading English dailies: The Times of India (Figure 5) and
The Hindu (Figure 4). The Times of India is the highest circulating national daily and The Hindu
has its headquarters in Chennai, the capital city of Tamil Nadu.
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Figure 4: Tamil Nadu Assembly Elections 2016 Coverage by The Hindu1

The information graphics covers details about distribution of seats (party wise and constituency
wise), vote shares, alliances formed among parties, voter turnouts. They have facilitated users with
graphics of previous elections to obtain insights about previous trends and emerging patterns for
this election. Visualizations incorporated in both newspapers are similar in terms of graph types
used i.e., they mostly contain common graph types like bar charts, donut charts, maps etc. They
have represented numerical figures in terms of number of seats as well as in normalized form
using percentages.
The colored maps used in infographics depict constituency wise distribution of seats followed
by semi-donut chart to represent seats obtained out of total 232 seats different party alliances. The
Times of India has small-multiples to represent effective vote share for ruling party as a portion of
voter turnout and total electorate for all assembly elections since 1996. The Hindu has provided
information regarding party wise distribution of seats and swings in number of seats compared to
previous election in the tabular form. The Hindu has also provided some additional information
about top three highest and lowest victory margins and prominent winners and losers in in Tamil
Nadu.

1

The Hindu, May 20, 2016
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Figure 5: Tamil Nadu Assembly Elections 2016 Coverage by The Times of India2

3.3.

Tamil Nadu Assembly Elections

Tamil Nadu Assembly Elections 2016 shows its extent in democracy by having 42,908,767 as total
number of voters, 3727 candidates, 234 constituencies and 65, 616 polling stations. The Tamil Nadu
Assembly Elections 2016 election is a real head-scratcher, with group-specific issues and seatspecific caste and economic concerns.

2

The Times of India, May 20, 2016
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Previously, the state elections had only seen two-sided fights, between the All India Anna
Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (AIADMK) and the Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK). This
assembly election was hyped as a multi-cornered contest with the other parties all supposed to eat
into the share of the two main parties. The main contest was still between the DMK and the
AIADMK, but the number of NOTA, PMK and Third Front votes played spoiler. NOTA was
introduced for the first time in the state elections this year and so it could have played a pivotal
role in swaying the elections one way.
The other historic facet to the big story was of how AIADMK won a second consecutive term
after a period of 32 years of continuous flipping of two parties in Tamil Nadu.
The overall aim of our work was to discover all the aspects that made these elections disparate
and at the same historic. Anti-incumbency, vote share, voter turnout and the effect of the Third
Front, PMK and NOTA in comparison to the victory margins in this election played a decisive
factor in these in elections and therefore their degree to which they affected the elections needs to
be explored. Our secondary aim was to develop a data visualization design apt for to gain insight
into the data, synthesize it and draw conclusions. It is important to address these aims as an
essential part of democracy. We identified four research questions around which we conducted
our visualization design and application:
• How did the voter turnout affect the anti-incumbency factor in Tamil Nadu?
• How did the difference between contested vote share and total vote share affect the outcome
of the elections?
• How the presence of NOTA, PMK and Third Front affected the election results?
• Did the victory margins of the constituencies show any geographical pattern?
• How did the choice of people change in every election?

4. Visualization Design
Good visualization design requires the appropriate choice of chart or graph that communicates the
data meaningfully according to nature of data. In the context of Tamil Nadu assembly election
2016, in order to answer the above five question, we analyzed data pertaining to anti-incumbency,
victory margins and voter turnouts. In the following sub-section we present our visualization
design.
How did the voter turnout affect the anti-incumbency factor in Tamil Nadu? Tamil Nadu
Assembly Elections resulted in massive participation of people in the electoral process although
the voter turnout was less than the previous assembly elections in 2011, but it managed to show a
fresh change in the behavioral patterns of elections. It is generally seen that high voter turnout
indicates the anti-incumbency factor which is a nightmare for most political parties in power. This
dependable decider that has ensured Tamil Nadu’s pendulum swing between DMK and AIADMK
regimes for the last thirty-two years was successfully bucked off in these elections (Chellappan,
2016). This riveting fact urges us to ask that how a voter turnout of 74.26% could catalyze the antiincumbency factor.
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Figure 6: Anti-Incumbency Factor Using Color-Coded Timelines

The “color-coded timelines” used in Lifelines approach is appropriate to answer this question
(Bade, 2004). This approach is used to visualize qualitative abstracted data with color to describe
regions of different characteristics. These timelines give ample amount of information in minimum
display space.
In our case of visualizing data as shown in Figure 6, color is used to represent the two parties
AIADMK and DMK (red and green color respectively) and the length of the bar denotes the
number of constituencies won. The challenging part was to show the difference among the number
of constituencies won by each party-+ at significant polling * percentages of 80% and 75% having
the same scales of measurement. A suitable solution to this challenge is animated transitions,
which keep viewers oriented and facilitate decision-making. Previous researches have proved that
appropriately designed animated transitions significantly improve graphical perception as well as
improve interaction and understanding (Heer & Robertson, 2007).

4.1.

General Principles
• Encode part-to-whole concept on a linear scale having consistent baseline instead of an
angular encoding.
• Include transitions on a common scale to keep viewers oriented and allow them to make
comparisons.

4.2. How Did the Difference between Contested Vote Share and Total Vote Share
Affect the Outcome of the Election?
The vote share data of the 2016 Assembly election presents a startling picture that hints at the antiincumbency factor. The data shows that the DMK polled more votes than the AIADMK in the seats
it contested, but in the overall scenario, AIADMK retained power by a trivial margin of just 1.1
vote %.The entire story was forming a hierarchical relationship among number of seats, vote share
and contested vote share as depicted in Figure 7. The hierarchical data is best represented by
multi- level pie chart, therefore this chart relates the story most appropriately (Khan & Khan,
2011). The multi-level pie chart has rings where each ring represents a data series and has a
distinct category (Kriebel, 2012). They are sequence sunburst charts to show hierarchical data. We
do not use the pie charts’ radial presentation which distorts the data. This is the reason why we
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give the percentages and numbers explicitly in the text which appears below the chart on hovering
over the rings (Rodden, 2013).
In the chart, the innermost ring represents the number of seats won by both the parties followed
by the ring of contested vote share. The outermost ring represents the total vote share won by each
party.
Figure 7: Vote-Shares Using Multi-Level Pie Charts.

4.3.

General Principles
• Employ sectioned concentric regions to depict hierarchical data.
• Use different saturation of the same hue to show hierarchy within data.
• Use highlight on hover with text popups to improve user interaction.

4.4. How the Presence of NOTA, PMK and Third Front Affected the Election
Results?
The research question here aims to observe the relationship between winning margin (difference in
votes for winner and runner up candidate) and one of the parameters from NOTA (None of the
Above), votes obtained by PMK party, votes obtained by Third Front (alliance of parties – DMDK,
PWF, TMC).
Figure 8: Winning Margins and Effect of NOTA Using Interactive Line Charts.
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Figure 8 is an interactive line charts presented in non-aligned fashion. Statistics for winning
margin and one of the parameters as mentioned above for each constituency are represented by
two bubbles. These bubbles represent votes which number typically in several thousands, hence
they are plotted on a logarithmic scale by transformation of data. The logarithmic scale was used
due to the varied values of the victory margins. Showing that on a linear scale would result in an
extremely tall graphic. Also, in this case, inter-constituency comparison was not the focal point,
instead what the graphic aimed to aid was intra-constituency comparison of victory margin versus
party votes. Hence, using the logarithmic scale does not serve so much to represent the absolute
numbers as to contain the graphic within a reasonable size.
Figure 9: Enlarged View of Winning Margins and Effect of NOTA

As per the common human mind set, we are more interested in optima points in the data. So,
graphs are arranged in a way so that constituencies are sorted in descending order of magnitude of
votes polled for NOTA, PMK or Third Front respectively. The lines above this curve indicate the
constituencies where the victory margins are more than the votes polled for NOTA, PMK or Third
Front, while the points below the curve, vice-versa. The average line plotted represents the
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statistical measure - Median which divides a distribution in half i.e., half the observations lie above
and half the below.
Initially the idea was to represent this graphics as a scatter plot, but it turned out to be creating
a visual burden to the user and it presented a difficulty in relative comparison for different
constituencies. Hence, in the next iteration, the idea was refined to have the line joining two
bubbles for each constituency. The lines have ‘length’ as an inherent property, and the
connectedness depicted by them facilitates easy comparison of two or more constituencies
simultaneously. By encoding lines by colors, it augments additional dimension to have more
information visible in the graph itself. Here, colors are assigned to the lines based on the coalition
of winning party in the constituency.
Graphs are interactive in nature, which allows user to explore minute details for each
constituency in the form of tooltips by rolling over on the graphs. As data for all the 232
constituencies is required to fit within the standard PC size, encoded visuals are very small in size.
So, rolling over on lines and bubbles is cumbersome as it requires an exact pointer location on
them. Hence, according to insights from the Fitts’s law (MacKenzie, 1995), which describes speedaccuracy trade-off for muscle movements in the domain of Human Computer Interaction (HCI),
the target area is increased for easier navigation on the graph for the purpose of exploration. Thus,
having the mouse pointer on any location, the constituency existing in its vicinity will be
highlighted and the respective tooltip will pop up as shown in enlarged Figure 9.
Figure 8 represents the nature of the information for only one single parameter. So, to visualize
overall trends and patterns for each parameter, stacked graphs or small multiples can be used as
graphic type. Here, four bubbles are required to represent in the combined graph. The idea of
stacking is not more appropriate in this context as it will be difficult for the user will to look for the
value of particular parameter for that constituency.
Figure 10: Combined Graph for Winning Margin and Effect of NOTA, PMK and Third Front.

Alternatively, a small multiples graph type is used, which combines multiple data objects in a
single graph in a miniature form on the common axis and scaling of values. Here, particularly for
users interested in analyzing the constituencies that have lesser winning margins, constituencies
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are arranged in the ascending order of the winning margin. Unlike the previous three graphs,
Figure 10 uses two types of color coding – one for the winning party coalition and the other for
representing the type of parameter NOTA, PMK or Third Front to which winning margins are
compared. The graph helps readers to grasp the overall trends by scrolling through the whole
graph along with informative tooltips.

4.5.

General Principles
• Facilitate users to explore detailed numerical and descriptive information through
tooltips.
• Allow quick analysis of positive and negative variation in magnitude from the reference
point using sorting.

4.6.

Did the Victory Margins of the Constituencies Show any Geographical Pattern?

The victory margins in Tamil Nadu varied from a few hundred to the highest, which was 68,366.
This led to the question: Do the victory margins follow a pattern in terms of their geographical
distribution. The four graphs plotted against a victory margin give a sense of the quantitative
distribution of the votes, but it fails to give a geographical picture of it. Also another important
thing noticed amongst the Tamil people was that they did not have a good idea of where exactly
their constituency was. So, even if they knew the constituency name and its victory margins from
the graph, they would have to scroll over every constituency until they reach their own. To solve
this usability issue, a slider was made alongside the victory margins map. The slider starts from 0
and the upper limit is user controlled. To actually locate one’s own constituency, there should be
some change in the map when the slider is used. Only then will a user be able to identify when his
constituency appears. So the slider is made to interact with the map and only the constituencies
with margins within the given limit appear on the map as seen in Figure 11. Also, the border was
added to help viewers clearly identify the location of their constituency within the state. The
colour scheme was taken from ColorBrewer’s color advice for cartography (Brewer, 2006).
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Figure 11: Winning Margins through a Slider Controlled Heat Map.

4.7.

General Principles
• Use different saturations of same hues to show range of data (Brewer, 1994).
• Use selection tools like sliders to provider the user control of the amount of data being
presented in case of large dataset.

4.8.

How Did the Choice of People Change in Every Election?

Tamil Nadu faced an idiosyncratic election this time as a party broke a 32-year jinx by winning a
mandate for a second consecutive term. The state has witnessed the power swing between the two
regional parties in the past six elections, therefore it is important to scrutinize the transformation of
the choice of people for every constituency over the years.
The approach used to communicate this data is to use a choropleth map. Data is collected and
aggregated by basic electoral units such as constituency. The constituency boundaries in the form
of shape files are taken from the datameet.org and simplified and converted to GeoJSON via
MapShaper. The two basic decisions for choropleth mapping are color selection and data classing
(Brewer, 2006). Because the dataset is categorical in nature, it stands to reason to use color hue
representing the different categories, i.e., the winning party in each constituency (Stoffel et
al.,2012). In interaction strategy of visualization design, four steps of selecting, linking, filtering
and remapping are taken into consideration (Khan & Khan, 2011). A single map was made
showing the winning party in each constituency by assigning a different color to each party. It
allowed the user to select previous election results by selecting from the drop-down menu. But the
visualization design failed to show the comparison due to the use of several colors.
Design is an iterative process therefore the visualization design has undergone several
iterations. In Tamil Nadu Elections, it has always been a two-party game as smaller parties join the
AIADMK and DMK to form alliances. Therefore, the use of two colors (red and green) clearly
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forms a distinction and better understanding. Data unavailability was another challenge as the
constituency changed every year. The grey color denotes the data unavailability.
Figure 12: Detailed Electoral Map for Tamil Nadu for a Particular Year Provided Drop-Down Menu for
Selection of Year (from 1980-2016).

Edward Tufte places emphasis on comparison, contrast and differences. Incorporating this
principle in next iteration of visualization design the user can examine and compare trends and
patterns in each constituency for every election by displaying multiple maps in different layouts.
The first layout shows a single map (Figure 12), the second layout shows two maps (Figure 13),
and the third one has four maps horizontally aligned (Figure 14). Multiple maps are often said to
be a complete mapping effort as related data can be examined in series with coordinated classing
and can also be compared easily (Stoffel, 2012). In the visual design, when hovering over the maps,
the tooltips tell the user about the constituency name and even allows the user to compare between
the maps of previous years simultaneously by presenting the winning party of all the years for
every constituency.
Figure 13: Comparison of Electoral Map for Tamil Nadu for Two Different Elections Provided Drop-Down
Menus for Selection of Years (from 1980-2016).
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Figure 14: Comparison of Electoral Map for Tamil Nadu for Four Different Elections Provided Drop-Down
Menus for Selection of Years (from 1980-2016).

4.9.

General Principles
• Use small multiples to show overall patterns of data over a period of time.
• Use multiple layouts with varying sizes to maintain consistency in design to aid
comparison.
• Use simultaneous popups on each multiple to aid comparison.
• Use selection tools like sliders to provider the user control of the amount of data being
presented in case of large dataset.

4.10. How Color Vision Deficiencies Affect Perception of Visualization?
When light of different wavelength reaches human eyes, it allows us to perceive objects of
different colors. Visualizations deals with data representations enriched with graphs and
geometrical shapes, colors add further dimensionality. Hence, the choice of appropriate colors is
one of the dominating factors in designing good visualizations. But while choosing colors, issues
like color blindness need to be taken care as it is one of the commonly prevailing problems
relevant to eyesight.
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Nearly 8.5% of total population around the world has color vision deficiency, significantly
greater in males compared to females (Color Blindness, 2016).
Color blindness or color vision deficiency is termed as the inability to distinguish between all or
certain colors which essentially affects perception. It is present at birth, hereditary in most of the
cases, and has no cure. There are three main types of color vision defects namely Red-Green color
vision defects, Blue-Yellow color vision defects and complete absence of color vision. Also, it can
be classified based on the causes of color vision deficiencies such as protan, deutan, tritan,
achromatan (Color Blindness, 2016). Figure 15 depicts how perception of a normal person differs
from the person having vision deficiencies in context of the developed election data visualization.
According to scientific study of people with color vision deficiencies, 99% of all colorblind
people suffer from red-green color blindness (Color Blindness, 2016). So, in an ideal situation using
Red and Green colors together should be avoided when color is the only encoding method to make
distinct comparison. In contrast to that, the choice of color does not make a great impact when
color is additional encoding method or it has secondary encoding method available. For example,
the following map contains color coding for representing two parties but tooltips for each
constituency contains name of the winning party. Hence, it will not impact the perception, i.e.,
irrespective of user with or without vision deficiencies. These maps were generated using
jsColorBlindSimulator (Wickline, 2001).
Figure 15: Comparison for Visual Perception of Ordinary Person and Person Having Visual Deficiencies
Classified Based on Causes of Deficiency.

Another possibility is to use one of the colors (green or red) of a very dark shade and the other
one of very light. This will help to overcome the issue for people having deficiency in terms of
color hues. Hence, any person can easily distinguish the items when there is a major difference in
their shades. Also, while deciding the color schemes, we can use the help of tools like ColorBrewer
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(Brewer, 2006), which helps in choosing colors for maps based on various parameters like hue
types, number of data classes, colorblind friendly and print friendly as per the Figure 16.
Figure 16: Chloropleth Example Generated Using ColorBrewer.

Above all, we can simply facilitate users to choose from various color palettes based on their
convenience by embedding them beside regular interactive components of visualization. For
instance, using the same example of the map above, we can provide users a choice of color palettes
as in Figure 17. Ultimately, the goal of any visual data story is to present data in the format such
that it conveys the insights as desirable at the developer’s side keeping in mind the convenience of
user.
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Figure 17: Providing User Choice for Changing Color Scheme on Demand.

4.11. General Principles
• Avoid use of color-palettes that are prone to misperception (by color vision deficient
people) when only encoding method is color.
• Use of colors with significant difference in shades will minimize the risk of distinguishing
between colors.
• Provide user choice for changing color scheme on demand.

5. Discussion
One of the suggestions we got from user studies was that our visualization could be converted to a
tool or a template for visualizing other state elections as well. The problem that arises when doing
this is that the questions answered by this visualization are very specific to the characteristics of
the 2016 assembly elections in Tamil Nadu. Thus, converting the whole of this visualization into a
visualization tool would not be useful as some features would be too specific to ever be used. This
would just lead to making another version of a general purpose visualization tool like Tableau
which is not suitable for such specific questions. It is possible to make visualizations like “Voting
Margins vs NOTA” and the choropleth map can be made into editable templates owing to their
generic nature.
Hence, there is a need for a modifiable template instead of a visualization tool which also does
not need very low-level knowledge of code. It is important to keep it less coding intensive as many
users would be designers who would not be interested in the underlying code but only in the final
graphic.
The question remains if it should be a programming library or a standalone software with some
programming capabilities too. The choice depends on the amount of freedom we are ready to
trade for mass customization.
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6. Future Work
As the foremost motivation for the project was to improve public access and understanding of
electoral data, the measures of success of the project are how much of the population we reached,
and how effectively is our message communicated. The authors are aware of the fact that only
about 30% of India’s population are able, to varying degrees, speak English—though only a third
of that have some semblance of reading and writing aptitude (Aula, 2014). With the current
literacy level approximately at 75%, it is imperative that the language of communication
necessarily has to be in the regional languages.
Figure 18: Tamil Nadu Assembly Election Analysis in Tamil Language

With this in mind, and as a first step, we have completed a version of the news analysis and
visualization in Tamil, which is the regional language of the state of Tamil Nadu. Figure 18 shows
some of the visualizations that have been localized in Tamil. While developing the Tamil version,
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the aim was to make no concessions in providing the information that was offered in the English
version. Keeping this in mind, we translated the English content into Tamil by someone who is
well versed in Tamil. We incorporated the simplest form of Tamil language and used numerals so
that people could understand the findings with ease. At the time of writing this paper, we have
only received some preliminary data about its reach and effectiveness. Another interesting
question would be on the tone and flavor of the graphics—whether simple translations (as in our
first attempt) would be sufficient or more nuanced localization is required. We hope to present the
findings in a future paper.
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